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Q7/ tJse power series (up to five terms) to find the solution of the following

diffe re nti o I e qu oti o n :

(*' -l)y" +3xY' + x! = 0

e2/ ts f (r) -Zxy+ i(xz + y2) anatytic function or not? Where z is complex number

and f(z)is comPlex function'

r.3

e3/ Find I u' * * dx , to three decimol places by Simpson (3/8) rule where N=3'

1

Q4/ Solve the fotlowing Portial differential equotion:

≧=3≧ +上タ
説  の 2

u(x,O) --3e-5' +2e-3'

Q5/υSe Taylο r metわοd rυρ tο 4 termsり al tわ ree decimal ρ′αces tο 夕ησソrθ.2,wわ erer

ノ=χ
2+ノ   ノ(0=1 , 力=0。 1

Q6/[Vσルate the力 〃οWing integrals in termS Ofgamttσ αnd betα runctiοnsf
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(Answer 4 Questions, 15 Marks for each Question)
[r 2 31

Let n= I 4 5 6 I Display the results the following commandstt
ltsel

a) Eigen value and Eigen vectors b) Sort columns in ascending order c) sum of diagonal elements

d) Average value of A e) A(1:2,1:2:3)=l f) A(3:1)=f g) determinant of A

) a) use while statement to find the z

Z=|「
 11か

b)Create a matttx c if

1  1  1  1  6

1  1  1  5  1

1  3  1  1  1

2  1  1  1  1

}COnSider the following two polynomials

α(χ)=χ
5+7χ 4+6χ 3+χ 2+1

Find using rnatlab

b(χ)=χ
3+4χ 2+0.5χ +1

1) Find the roots of b 2) multiply a by b 3) divide a by b 4) derive the polynomial a(x)

5) Find o(x) + b(x) Ol creating symbolic form of b(x) 7) evaluate a(x) at the value x=4.

) Create a matlab function called(se) to compute the following numbers 7,7,7,3,5,9,I7,3!,...

Whefe s1=s2=s3-1find s1, 52 ,53,.....-,Sn

Q5) a) for the following functions

,, 
- 

n.\Yt - 9

Where
yr=tJ x*xe'

x= [-0.5 0.1 0.15 0.2] plot y1 and y2 on same figure window and same y axis and added the title, x and y labels

2

b) Find the integration numerically and exactly solution by using matlab program tor f (x) = [ Ji*
I
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Notice: Answe( Four Ouestions.

Q.l (a)/ What are advantages of four level lasers Compared to three level lasers? (8 marks)

(b) Predict the threshold pumping rate for a KrF laser. The laser has the following properties:

Rr:0.99, Rz:0.04, L=l m, An,uo.:5.25 cm2, tr=248 nm, ?2:5 ns and 6se=2.6 'A2. Only ll"h of pump

energy will go into upper state formation? (7 marks)

Q.2 (a)/ Calculate the ratio of the population numbers (Nr, Nz) for the two energy levels Ez and

Er when the material is at room temperature (300 0K), and the difference between the energy

levels is 0.5 eV. What is the wavelength of a photon rvhich rvill be emitted in the transition from

Ez to Er? (7 marks)

(b) What are sources of loss in optical cavity? (8 marks)

e.3 (a)/ He-Ne laser operating in a single TEMoo mode at 632.8 nm has a mirror separation of

0.5 m with mirrors Rt=Rz=lrl, calculate the radius and wavefront curvature of the Gaussian

laser beam at a distance of l0m away from the minimum beam radius (wo) of 0.3mm?

(8 marks)

(b)/ Mention the disadvantages associated with Flash lamp pumping? (7 marks)

e. a (a)/ Why gas lasers such as COz or excimer require a gas mixture to generate a laser beam?

(7 marks)

(8 口narks)

(5 marh)

(5 marks)

(5 1narks)

Good Luck

(b) Write about the passive Q-switching?

Q.5 (a)/ what is mean the threshold gain coefficient?

(b)/ write about the properties and propagation of a Gaussian laser beam?

(c) Write about the Alexandrite laser?
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Notice: Answe( Four Questions.

Q.l (a)/ What are advantages of four level lasers Compared to three level lasers? (8 marks)

(b) predict the threshold pumping rate for a KrF laser. The laser has the following properties:

Rr=0.99, Rz=0.04, L:l m, Amooe:5.25 cm2,7=248 nm, T2=5 ns and c,se=2.6 'A2. Only l5o/" of pump

energy will go into upper state formation? (7 marks)

Q.2 (a\lCalculate the ratio
Er when the material is at

levels is 0.5 eV. What is the

Ez to Er?

of the population numbers (Nr, Nz) for the two energy levels Ez and

room temperature (300 0K), and the difference between the energy

wavelength'of a photon which will be emitted in the transition from
(7 marks)

(b) What are sources of loss in optical cavity? (8 marks)

e.3 (a)/ He-Ne laser operating in a single TEMoo mode il 632.8 nm has a mirror separation of

0.5 m with mirrors Rr=Rz=lm, calculate the radius and wavefront curvature of the Gaussian

laser tream at a distance of 10m away from the minimum beam radius (wo) of 0.3mm?

(8 marks)

(b)/ Mention the disadvantages associated with Flash lamp pumping? (7 marks)

e. a (a)/ Why gas lasers such as COz or excimer require a gas mixture to generate a laser beam?

(b) Write about the passive Q-switching?

Q.5 (a)/ what is mean the threshold gain coefficient?

(b)/ Write about the properties and propagation of a Gaussian laser beam?

(c) Write about the Alexandrite laser?

(7 marks)

(8 marks)

Good Luck

(5 marks)

(5 marks)
(5 marks)
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b)Create a matttx c r

ltlr6l
1  1  1  5  1

c=l I I 4l I

1  3  1  1  1

2 t I I ll'

(Answer 4 Questions, 15 Marks for each Question)
[r 231

ret n= | + 5 6 I Display the results the following commands

lt 8 e.l

) a) use while statement to find the z

lJ; x is ev
z = 1 en 

Where x =1,2,3,... ,10
Ie' x is odd

a) Eigen value and Eigen vectors b) Sort columns in ascending order c) sum of diagonal elements

d) Average value of A e) A(1:2,L:2:3)=1fl a(E:f )=t g) determinant of A

) Consider the following two polynomials

a(x)=x5 +7xa +6x3 +x2 +l 
Find usingmatrab

b(x)=x3 +4x2 +0.5-r+l

1) Find the roots of b 2) multiply a by b 3) divide a by b 4) derive the polynomial a(x)

5) Find a(x) + b(x) Ol creating symbolic form of b(x) 7) evaluate a(x) at the value x=4.

) Create a matlab function called( 5€) to compute the following numbers 1,,t,!,3,5,9,77,3L,...

Where S1=52=5r=f find s1 52 ,53,......,56

) a) for the following functions

Yt - 
I

Where

Y,-rlx+xe'

x= [-0.5 0.1 0.15 0.2] plot y1 and ]2 on saffi€ figure window and same y axis and added the title, x and y labels

2

b) Find the integration numerically and exactly solution by using matlab program for .f (x) = !^l-r*
I

GOOD LUCK
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Ql/ Use power series (up to five terms)

diffe re nti a I e q u atio n :

(*' -l)y" +3ry' + x! =o

to find the solution of the following

e2/ ts f (r) -Zxy+i(x2 + y2) onatytic function or not? Where z is complex number

ond f(z)is comPlex function'

1.3t-
Qg/ Find ) e' + x dx , tu three decimol ploces by simpson (3/B) rule where N=3'

1

Q4/ Solve the following Portial differential equotion:

2=32+上タ
)の 2

u(x,0) =3e'5' +2e-3'

eS/ Use Toylor method (up to 4 terms) ot three decimol places to find y(0'2) where:

y'=xz +y /(o)=1 , 力=0.1

Q6/ Evoluate the foltowing integrals in terms of gommo ond beto functions:
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